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Abstract. In this paper, we study the pointwise control for the heat equation Yt + Ay
v6(x- b) with homogeneous initial data and boundary conditions. Here, 6(x- b) is the
Dirac mass at b. The cost function is given by J(v)
fn iy(T; v)- zdl 2 dx + N 0T lvl 2 dt.
The optimal cost function j (b) is defined as the value of J at the optimal control u( = u(b, ·))
which is the solution of J( u)
inf{ J( v) : v E Uad}, where Uad is a closed convex subset
of the control space U. We prove that j is differentiable with continuous partial derivatives
for any closed convex subset Uad of U for which the projection operator P of U on Uad
satisfies P( v(t))
f( v(t) ), in some neighbourhood ofT, for some non decreasing continuous
real function f.

=

J

=

=

1. Introduction. In this paper, we will study the regularity of the optimal
cost function. This problem appears in pointwise control of systems governed by
parabolic partial differential equations that typically arise in heat conduction or
diffusion problems. In order to fix ideas, let us consider the temperature in a
homogeneous body 0 that is controlled by a variable heat source v(t) applied at the
point bE 0, t > 0. If we denote the temperature corresponding to v by y(t,x: v)
(or just y( t : v) or y( v)) and if the boundary r of 0 C IR.n is kept at a constant, say
zero, temperature, then y satisfies
Yt

+ Ay = v8(x- b)

in Q

= Ox]O,T[,

y(O,x) = 0

in 0,

y(t,x) = 0

on 2: = rx]O,T[,

(1.1)

where for convenience we are assuming that there is not another external heat source
and the initial temperature of the body is zero. Here 8(x- b) is the Dirac mass at
b and A is a symmetric second order differential operator of the form
n

n

a {a ; ja- } +co

A=-~~~~ax·
i=l j=l

J

ax·J

(1.2)
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satisfying
n

n

i=l j=l

n

i=l

We want to choose an admissible control u (an economic one) that brings y(u) as
close to Zd as possible in the given time T. That is, we want to minimize the cost
functional J given by
(1.3)
where y(T;v) = y(v)lt=T and N is a positive real number. Here we are using the

mean square error criterion.
Let us briefly mention a technical difficulty arising in the optimal control problem
for this case. From the transposition method (see Lions [3] or Lions and Magenes
[5]), for each v in L 2 (0,T), the solution y(v) of system (1.1) belongs to L 2 (Q) and
hence the trace y(v)lt=T' is not defined as an element of L 2 (0). Therefore, in order
to make sense of the right hand side of (1.3), it is necessary to introduce a suitable
control space U for which the trace y(v)lt=T' is well defined as an element in L 2 (0);
therefore, the corresponding control space is given by

so that with the norm

is a Hilbert space. In [2, 5, 6), it is proven that U is identical, with equivalent
norms, to

which together with the norm

is also a Hilbert space. Of course this control space does not depend either on the
point b E 0 nor the second order elliptic operator given in (1.2) (actually, for a
more general class of operator, see Li Ta-Tsien [2]). Moreover, in [4] it is proven
that U does not depend of the boundary conditions (Dirichlet, Newmann). For a
more rigorous definition of this space, we refer to the interesting work of J. Simon

[7].
For any closed convex subset Uad of U, there exists only one solution for the
problem
(1.4)
J(u) = inf{J(v): v E Uad}, u E Uad 1
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which is characterized by the optimality system (0. S.)

Yt

+ Ay = uc5(x- b), -pt + Ap =

= 0,

y(O,x)

p(T,x)

0

in Q,

= y(T,x)- Zd

inn,

= p(t,x) = 0

on :E,

y(t,x)
iT [p(b, t)

+ Nu(t)][v(t)- u(t)] dt

~ 0,

'Vv E Uad,

(1.5)

(1.6)

where the last integral is taken as the duality between U* and U, respectively. On
the other hand, for each point bin 0, we will have only one optimal control u(·, b)
depending on b. Thus, we consider u, y and pas functions defined as
u:

[O,T]

y: [O,T]

X

P : [o, T] x

0

X

n -JR, (t, b)

X

0 -IR,

n x n-

JR,

1-t

u(t, b),

(t,x, b)

1-t

y(t,x, b),

( t, x, b)

1-t

p( t, x, b).

Under these conditions, the optimal cost function is defined by

i: n -JR,
j(b) = J(u(·, b))=

in

ly(T, ·,b)-

zdl 2 dx +NiT lu(t, bWdt.

For applications, it is interesting to know about the regularity of j in order to
know the "best point" where we can apply the external heat source for which the
functional J achieves the minimum value in 0. For example, if j is continuous, such
a point exists; if j is differentiable, given a point in n we can know the direction for
which the optimal cost function decreases most rapidly. Finally, the differentiability
of j is also important for numerical analysis.
In situations where confusion about pointwise evaluation may occur, we shall
write u(t, b), y(T; x; b), p(t, x, b) in place of u(t), y(T; x) and ;(t, x).
It seems that the first result concerning the regularity of the optimal cost function
was given by Lions [5]. In this work, Lions proves, by assuming that Uad is the whole
space u, that the function j is differentiable in n and each partial derivative of j
satisfies
2

a

abij(b) =- N

rT p(b, t) ax/(b,
a
t) dt,

Jo

provided zd belongs to the Sobolev space HJ(O). The last integral is t~'.ken as the
duality between U and U*.
In this paper, we prove that j is a differentiable function in 0 with continuous
partial derivatives for any closed convex subset Uad of U satisfying

P(v(t))

=

f(v(t))

in

[T-ry, T],

(1. 7)

where Pis the projection operator of £ 2 (0, T) on Uad (the closure of Uad in £ 2 (0, T)),
f is a continuous nondecreasing real function such that f(O) = 0 and 17 E]O, T]. (For
a characterization of such sets, see Lemma 2.) Moreover, we have that the formula

a

abij(b)=2

1T
0

a

u(t,b)ax/(b,t)dt

(1.8)
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holds, provided Zd belongs to HJ(O). Our result gives an affirmative answer to a
problem proposed by J.L. Lions. (See Lions [5. p. 286].)
From now on, (·, ·)n, ll·lln will denote the inner product and the norm of L 2 (0),
respectively; we assume that the boundary r of 0 C !Rn (n = 1, 2, 3) is smooth.
Finally, by a(., .) we will denote the bilinear form associated to the operator A given
in (1.2); that is,

Our notations and function spaces are standard and follow the same pattern as
Lions' book [5]. In order to find the derivative of the optimal cost functional, we
will consider the control problem for regular data; this new problem we will call the
regularized problem.

2. The regularized problem. Here we will discuss the regularized problem
for the pointwise optimal control of the heat equation. In order to do this, let us
take c > 0 and <PoE C 1 (1Rn) such that supp¢o C B(O,c) = {x E !Rn: llxll < c}. We
will denote by ¢ a C 1 (!Rn x !Rn) function satisfying

1>: 0

X

(x, b)~--> ¢(x, b)= ¢o(x- b).

0--+ IR,

Then the state for the regularized problem is given by
Yt

+ Ay =

v¢ in Q,

y(O, x) = 0 in 0 and y(t, x) = 0 on I:.

(2.1)

The cost functional J is given by (1.3) for y and v satisfying system (2.1).
It is well known that for any closed convex subset Uad of L 2 (0, T), there exists
only one solution of problem (1.6) (see Lions [3]), which is characterized by
Yt

+ Ay = u¢, -

y(O, x) = 0,

Pt

+ Ap =

p(T, x) = y(T, x) - zd(x) in 0,

y(t, x)

= p(t,x) = 0

u(t) = P [where P is
We will
any closed
derivatives

in Q,

0

(2.2)

on I:,

~ (p(t, ·), ¢)n],

(2.3)

the projection operator of L 2 (0, T) on Uad·
prove that the optimal cost function for this case is differentiable for
convex subset of L 2 (0, T). Moreover, we will show that their partial
satisfy

(2.4)
This result allows us to shift our study to the convergence of the optimality system
for the regularized case to the optimality system for the non-regularized case (system
(1 .5)). This will be studied in the next section.
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Remark 2.1. In contrast to the non-regular case, for the regularized problem the
trace y(v)!t=T is now well defined since y(v) E C([O,T];HJ(O)). This follows from

the fact that ¢(·,b) E £ 2 (0), Vb E 0. We also have that there exists a positive
constant, say C (C = C(¢)), which does not depend on b, such that

IIY'y(T, ·, b )II A :::::ciT lv(tW dt,

Vb E

n.

(2.5)

This implies, in particular, that j is bounded in 0. In fact, mutiplying the first
equation in (2.2) by Ay and integrating in 0, we obtain

[T

a(y(T;v),y(T;v))

+ Jo IIAy(v)IIAdt =
1
:S -ll¢ollfun

2

1T

1

T
v(t)(¢,Ay(v))ndt

11T IIAy(v)IIAdt.

lv(tWdt +-

2

0

0

Clearly (2.5) follows from this inequality and the coercivity of the bilinear form

a(·,·).
In order to prove the differentiability of j, we introduce the following notation.
By uh, Yh and Ph we denote the solution of the optimality system (2.2) for ¢h
(= ¢(x- b- h)) instead of¢ and

Dhu

1

= h(uh- u),

Dhy

1

= h(Yh- y)

and Dhp

1

= h(Ph- p),

where h E !Rn is small enough and h denotes the norm of h. It is easy to see that
Dhu, Dhy and Dhp satisfy

{Dhy}t

+ ADhy = [Dhu]¢h + uDh¢,

Dhy(O, x) = 0 in 0,

(2.6)

Dhy(t,x) = 0 in I:,
- {Dhp}t

+ A{Dhp} = 0

in Q,

Dhp(x, T) = Dhy(x, T)

inn,

Dhp(t,x) = 0

in I:.

(2.7)

Remark 2.2. The function t 1-+ IIDhp(t, ·)lin is nondecreasing. In fact, multiplying
equation (2. 7) by Dhp and integrating, we have
1 d
2
---IIDhp(t,
·)lin+ a(Dhp(t, ·),
2 dt

Dhp(t, ·)) = 0;

hence, the derivative of t 1-+ II Dhp( t, ·) IIA is nonnegative; therefore, this function is
nondecreasing and so is t 1-+ IIDhp(t, ·)linLet's denote by Wan open set of !Rn such that W C 0. The next lemma shows
that Dhu, Dhy, Dhp are bounded in W for h = llhll < d(W, r). More precisely, we
have the following.
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Lemma 2.3. Let ¢ be a C 1 function and Uad a closed convex subset of L 2 (0, T)
and Zd E L 2 (n). Then there exists a positive constant C such that
T

IIDhy(T, ·, b)ll~ + 11Dhu(t, b)l 2 dt :S C

(2.8)

for any bE Wand h < d(W, r).
Proof. Multiplying equation (2.6) by Dhp and integrating, we have

On the other hand, from (2.3) and the definition of Dhu and Dhp, we have

(2.10)

Since

IIPv- Pwll 2 :S (v- w, Pv- Pw),

it follows that

Application of the contraction property of P yields
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From this inequality, relation (2.9) becomes

From Remark 2.2, we obtain

Since ¢ E C 1 and Dhp(T, ·) = Dhy(T, ·), it follows that there exists a positive
constant C (= C(8¢/8x;, u, p)), which does not depend on h, satisfying (2.8). Then
the result follows.
Corollary 2.4. The functions

8p
bf-+u(-,b), bf-+y(T,·,b), bf-+ ax;(t,x,b)

are continuous from 0 to £ 2 (0, T), 0 to £ 2 (0) and 0 to £ 2 (0, T; £ 2 (0)), respectively.
Proof. We only need to prove that
b f-+

j .l -88px,. (t,x, b) 12 dx
n

is continuous; the continuity of the other functions follows immediately from Lemma
2.3. Multiplying (2. 7) by Dhp and integrating over 0, we conclude that
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From the coercivity of a(·,·) and Lemma 2.3, one has

~ 1
LJ2
. h

lrl

~ a-

1T a(Dhp(t, ·), Dhp(t, ·)) dt ~ IIDhp(T, ·)IIA ~ C(¢).

0

•=1

1

op
op
2
~~(t,x,b+h)-~(t,x,b)l
dx
n ux,
ux,

Therefore, there exists a positive constant C satisfying

Then the result follows.
The following theorem deals with the differentiability of the optimal cost function
j for the regularized problem.

Theorem 2.1. For any closed convex subset Uad of L 2 (0, T), the optimal cost function j for the regularized problem is differentiable with continuous partial derivative
and (2.4) holds for any b in n.
Proof. It is easy to see that

j(b +h)- j(b)

We have to prove that

11T(uh- u)((¢h,Ph)n +

Nuh] dtl ~ Ch

2,

11T (uh- u)ll(uh- u)[(¢, p)n + Nu]dtldtl ~ Ch

(2.12)

2.

(2.13)

We will prove only inequality (2.12); (2.13) is proved similarly. Let us denote by

'1/Jh

1

1

= - N(¢h,Ph)n, '1/J = - N(</J,p)n,

Then we get

The lemma below gives

u = P('ljJ), uh = P('I/Jh)·
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since
1

~h- ~ =- N{(¢h- ¢,p)n +(¢,Ph- p)n + (¢h- ¢,Ph- p)n}.
Then

{ 1T ~~h-

~~2 dt} 1/2

1

~ N{ll¢h- ¢11ni1PIIn + ll¢llni1Ph- Plln + ll¢h- ¢llni1Ph- Plln}.
But

IIYh(T, ·, b +h)- y(T, ·, b +h) lin~ Ch
and

IIPh- Pllc([o,T];£2(f!)) ~ IIYh(T, ·, b +h)- y(T, ·, b +h) lin ~ Ch.
Hence,

1T(uh- u)[(¢h,Ph)n + Nuh]dt

~ C 2 h2 .

Therefore, (2.12) follows. Letting h ____, 0 in (2.11), our result follows and the proof
is now complete.

Lemma 2.4. Let C be a closed convex subset in a Hilbert space 1-{ and P tbe
projection on C; tben
0 ~ (¢- P¢, P¢- P~ht ~ II¢-~~~~-

Proof. Since P is the projection, we have
0 ~ (¢- P¢, P¢- P~)H

= (¢- ~' P¢-

P~)H

+ (~- P~, P¢- P~ht

~ (¢- ~' P¢- P~)H ~II¢-~~~~;
hence, the result follows.

3. Differentiability of the cost function. In this section, we study the convergence of the regularized optimality system (2.2), (2.3) to the optimality system
(1.5). The approach used here is basically the same as the one given by Lions [5].
But, several of the major steps in the proofs of the results are carried out with the
help of the properties of projections and the analysis of the translation problem we
gave in Section 2.
Let us introduce a sequence (¢~)vEH of C 00 (lRn) functions satisfying supp (¢~) c
B(O; ~) = {x E lRn: llxll < ~}and

¢~ ~ 0, ~ ¢~(x) dx = 1,

Vv EN.
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Let's denote by (¢ 11 )vEI'l the sequence of functions in C 00 (1Rn X JR.n) defined as
q) 11 (x, b)= ¢ 0(x- b); then supp{¢F} C B(b; ~)and

¢ 11

____,

8(x- b)

strongly in

(H 2 (D))*.

For any v EN, we define the v-approximated problem as

yr

+ Ay

11

= u 11 ¢ 11 , -pr

+ Ap

11

= 0

y 11 (0,x) = 0, p11 (T,x) = Y11 (T,x)y 11 (t,x)

=p

u 11 (t) =

P{- ~(¢ 11 ,p 11 (t))n}.

11

(t,x)

=0

in Q,
Zd

inn,

(3.1)

onE,

Theorem 2.1 allows us to express the derivative of j 11 as

(3.2)
Remark 3.1. For Uad satisfying (1.7), the sequence (j 11 (b))vEN is bounded uniformly in n. In fact, let's take v E Uad n u such that v = 0 in [T- II, T] for some
II > 0 (this choice is possible by the condition on Uad)· Then we have that

(3.3)
where

yr

+ Ay

11

= vq)v

in Q,

Y11 (0,x) = 0 in D and yv(t,x) = 0 on E.
Let us multiply this equation by q11 , the solution of
- qr

+ Aqll

=

o

in Q,

q 11 (T,x) = y11 (T,x) in D and q 11 (t,x) = 0 on E.

Then we have that

IIY 11 (T,v)ll~ = 1T-r:r v(t)(¢

11

,q11 (t,·))ndt

by applying Sobolev's inequality (sup lw(x)l:::; cl!wi!H2, n = 1, 2, 3) and the smoothness effect property of the parabolic equation. We conclude that there exists a
positive constant c( 17) satisfying

{ rT-r:r lv(t)iz dt }1/2 IIYv(T, v)lln,

:::; c(ry) Jo

from which it follows that I!Yv(T, v)ll~ is uniformly bounded and so is the sequence

(jv(b))vEN·
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in HJ(O). Then the following inequalities hold:

IIYv(T, ·)- y'"(T, ·)II~+

NiT

luv-

u'"l 2dt

~C{I~Ia + l..!_la}{IIV'Pv(T, ·)II~ {T luvl dt + IIV'P'"(T, ·)II~ {T lu'"l dt}, (3 .4)
v
JJ
Jo
Jo
IIYh(T, ·)- Yv(T, ·)II~+
luh- uvl 2dt

NiT
~CIIhlla{ IIV'P~(T, ·)II~ iT lul/1

dt +I IV' Pv(T,

·)II~ i~ lu~l dt },

where Cis a constant depending only on 0 and a= 1-

~

Proof. Multiplying (3.1) by pv and p'", respectively, we have

(yv(T,·),yv(T,·)- zd)n

=iT
-iT

uv(¢v,pv)ndt,

-(yv(T, ·), y'"(T, ·) - zd)n =

uv( <Pv, p'")n dt.

By the symmetry of v and p,, we also have

-(y'"(T, ·), yv(T, ·)- zd)n

=-iT
iT

(y'" (T, ·), y'" (T, ·) - zd)n =

u'"(<P'", pv)n dt,

u'" (¢'", p'" )n dt.

Sum up this equalities to obtain

From (2.5) and since

IIPv- Pwll 2

~ (v- w, Pv- Pw), we have

IIYv(T, ·)- y'"(T, ·)II~+

NiT

~-iT uv(<P'"- ¢v,p'")n dt

luv-

-iT

u'"l2 dt

u'"(¢'"- ¢v,pv)n dt.

On the other hand, for v and p, such that dist (b, r)

>

~

+ .;,

we have

(3.5)
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Since pl1 E L 2 (0,T;H 2 (0)), we have that pl1, opl1jox; E L 2 (0,T;£0'(0)); therefore,
pl1 E £ 2 (0, T; W 1 •"'(0)). From Sobolev's imbedding theorem, we conclude that

= 1-

where a

%, from which it follows that
lin cf/' P11 dx- p11 (t, b)l :::; C

in </>vlx- bl,llp (t)IIHz
11

dx.

Since support {<Pv} C B (b; ~), we have

Taking v

= 1-l in the above inequality, we have

from which it follows that

liT

uv(¢11- </>v,p11)ndtl

1T iuvll(</>v,
:::; c{l~la + l;la }{ 1T IIP (t)lliiz
1T luvl dt}
=::;

1T luvll(</>

11 ,

P11 )n- p11 (t, b)l dt

11

:::; c{ l~la + l~la }IIV P11 (T, ·)lin {

p11 )n- p11 (t, b)l dt

+

112

dt}

2

{

1r iuvi dt}
2

112

112
.

In an analogous way, we obtain

from which inequality (3.3) follows. In order to prove (3.4), we repeat the same line
of ideas (withy}; and u}; in place of y11 and ul1, respectively) to obtain
IIYv(T, ·)- y};(T,
:::;-

i

·)IIA + N

1T

o

T

luv-

u};l 2 dt
(3.6)

T

uv(</>};-</>u,p};)ndt-

r

.fo

u};(</>};-</>v,pv)ndt.

On the other hand,
(</>};- </>v,p};)n

=

= in[</>~(x- b- h)- </>~(x- b)]p}; dx

1<P~(x-b)[p};(t,x+h)-p};(t,x)]dx.

(3.7)
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From Sobolev's inequalities, we obtain

IPh(t, x +h)- Ph(t, x)l :S C'lhi"IIPh(t)llw'·"" :S Clhi"IIPh(t)IIH2.
Since Jn <Pv dx = 1, we conclude from (3. 7) and the last inequality that

By using the same reasoning, we conclude that

(3.8)
From (3.6)-(3.8) inequality (3.8) follows.
Lemma 3.2. Let us denote by 0 an open bounded set ofl!~n, byU a closed convex
subset of L 2 ( 0) and by P the projection operator of L 2 ( 0) over U. Let us suppose
that f is a nondecreasing continuous function satisfying

Pv(x) = f(v(x)).
Then there exist o:, (3 E JR. U { ±oo} such that

U = {v E L 2 (0): o: :S v(x) :S (3 a.e. 0}.
Proof. Pv E U, Vv E L 2 (0). We have, in particular, that f(>..) E U; therefore,
f(JR.) CU. Since f is continuous, there exist o:, (3 E JR. U { ±oo} such that

f(JR.) = [o:,(J].
On the other hand, the property P 2 v

= Pv

for any v E U implies

j(>..) = !(!(>..));
hence,

f(x)=x,
Let us take v E U. Then v

= Pv;

VxE[o:,(J].

that is, v

= f(v).

v(x) = f(v(x)) E f(JR.)

(3.9)

Then we get

a.e. in 0

and therefore

o: :S v(x) :S (3

a.e. in 0.

Conversely, if v E L 2 (0) is such that (3.10) holds, from (3.9) we obtain

v(x) = f(v(x)) = Pv(x);
that is, v

= Pv

E U. The proof is now complete.

(3.10)
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Remark 3.2. Lemma 3.2 gives a characterization of convex sets satisfying (1.7).
We present here some examples:

Uad = {v E U: v ~a}, Uad = {v E U: v ~ b}, Uad = {v E U: a~

V

~ b},

where a and b are real numbers such that a ~ 0 ~ b. In this case, TJ = T and the
corresponding functions satisfying (1. 7) are

f(s) = { :

if s

~a

if s

~a,

f(s) = { :

if s

if s

~

b

if s

~

b,

~

b

ifa~s~b

if s

~a,

respectively. In order to define another class of convex subsets satisfying condition
(1.7), let V be any convex closed subset of L 2 (0,T- ry) and let us define

Uad = {v E U: vl[o,T-'7] E V and vl[o,T-'7] ~a}.
It is easy to see that Uad in this case satisfies condition (1.7). As a final example,
let's consider
Uad = { V E U : O,T-11 E V}.

VI[

In this case,

]

f is the identity function.

Remark 3.3. LetS and F be functions in £ 2 (0) and L 2 (0,T;L 2 (0)), respectively,
and let us denote by r the solution of

-rt+Ar=F inQ,
r(T, x) = S(x)

in 0,

r(t,x) = 0 in E.
Then r(t, b) E U* and

h

y(t, x)F(t, x) dx dt + (y(T, ·), S)n =

1T

v(t)r(b, t) dt

is valid for all y and v satisfying equations (1.1), where the integral in the right
hand side on the last equation denotes the duality between U and U*; see Lions [4].
For convenience, let us denote by B the bilinear form
n
n
{ 8q 8()
8q 8() }
B(q,O)=-L:L:aii - - + - . .
8x; axJ·
axJ· ax;
•=1 J=l

and by A k the operator

Under these conditions, we have the following.
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Lemma 3.3. Let() be a C 00 (!Rn) function satisfying
suppO C 0

and O(x)

=1

If p(T, ·) = y(T, ·)- Zd E HJ(O), then for any bE
U* and the following identities are valid:

in W.

w, we have that ap(t, b)jaxk E

(i)

1
r

a

a

u(t)~p(t, b) dt =

(y(T, ·), { ~Op}(T, ·))n

UXk

Q

+

h :!
y(t,x){

UXk

(ii)

(t,x)- Ak(Op)} dxdt

for any bE Wand for allv such that supp cpv C W, where

1/;"' = -B(p"',O) + {AO}p"'

and 1j; = -B(p,O)

+ {AO}p.

Proof. From the second equation of (3.1), we have that

- {Op"'}t

+ A{Op"'} =

1/;"'

in Q,

{Op"'}(T,x) = O{y"'(T,x)- zd} in 0,
{Op"'}(t,x) = 0 on E.
The partial derivative with respect to

Xk

satisfies the system

Multipliying the first equation in (3.1) by aOp"' jaxk and applying Green's formulas,
identity (i) follows. Similarly, we have

a
} +A { -Op
a
} =-A k p +
a1f;- m
. Q,
- { -Op
axk
t
axk
axk
{ a~k Op }(T, x) =
{ a~k Op

}(t, x) =

a~k O{y(T, x)- zd}
0

on E.

in 0,
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From the hypotheses, 8Bp(T, ·)foxk E £ 2 (0) and Ak p, o'lj;joxk E £ 2 (0, T; £ 2 (0)).
It follows from Remark 2.2 that forb E W, op(t, b)joxk E U* and identity (ii) is
valid.
The main difficulty in proving the differentiability of the optimal cost function
for the non-regular case comes in the regularity result p(T, ·) E HJ(O) which implies
that op(t, b)jox; E U*; this fact is fundamental for making sense of formula (1.8).
This property seems to be false for a general closed convex subset of U. For this
reason, we can not prove the differentiability of j for any closed convex subset of
U although we only need some regularity behaviour of the optimal control in a
neighbourhood of T. In the following theorem, we will prove this regularity result
for a convex subset satisfying condition ( 1. 7) and we will see how this fact implies
the differentiability of j provided Zd E HJ (0).

Theorem 3.1. Let's suppose that Zd E HJ(O) and let Uad be a closed convex set
such that there exists a continuous nondecreasing function f (f(O) = 0) satisfying
(1.7) for some TJ > 0. Then p(T, ·) = y(T, ·)- Zd E HJ(O) and formula (1.8) is valid.
Proof. Let's multiply the first and the second equation in (3.1) by
respectively; integrating in 0 and applying Green's formula yields

pr

and yf,

Sum up the two last equations to obtain

Integration from 0 to T yields

From (1.7) we obtain

Then it follows that

where F(s) = J0s f(u) du. Since f is a nondecreasing function with f(O) = 0, it
follows that F( s) ~ 0. By applying the smoothness effect property of the parabolic
equation, we conclude that there exists a positive constant, say c(ry), such that
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Then

from which it follows that

From Remark (2.1 ), this inequality implies that there exists a positive constant C
depending only on TJ such that

(3.12)
where C does not depend on v and b. From (3.4), we conclude that (uv)vEN and
(yv(T, ·))vEri are Cauchy sequences. Then there exist u and y(T, ·)in L 2(0, T) and
L 2 (0), respectively, such that

(3.13)
strong in L 2 (0, T),

(3.14)

strong in L 2 (Q),

(3.15)

strong in L 2 (0, T; H~(O)).

(3.16)

From system (3.1), (3.4) and (3.5), we conclude that

yv(T, ·) ___, y(T, ·)
pv ___,

p

weak in H~(O),

weak in L 2 (0, T; H 2 (0) n H~(O)).

(3.17)
(3.18)

From the v-approximated problem and the above convergences, we conclude that
(u, fj, p) satisfies the optimality system (1.5)-(1.6), and by the uniqueness we have
that (u,fj,p) = (u,y,p). Then it follows that

y(T, ·) = fj(T, ·) E H~(O).

(3.19)

From the identities of Lemma 3.1 and the convergences in (3.13)-(3.18), we
conclude that

a

lim ab Jv(b)
V-->CXJ

k

=2

jr u(t)-aa p(t, b) dt.
0

Xk

Finally, our next goal is to prove that the sequence

(3.20)
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is bounded and equicontinuous, from which our result follows. In fact, by Lemma
3.2 we have

IO~k iv(b +h)- O~k iv(b)l

°

~

I(Yh(T, ·)- Y11 (T, ·), { -0

+ [

}Q

+

Xk

Oph}(T, ·))nl

IYh(t, x) - Y11 (t, x)ll 00-,ph (t, x) - Ak(Oph) I dx dt
Xk

h

IY 11 (t,x)IIHh,v(t,x)l dxdt,

where

Hh,v(t, x) = 00¢ 11 (t,x)- Ak(Bp11 ) - 00-,ph (t,x) + Ak(Oph)·
Xk
Xk
Since y 11 (T, x) is bounded in HJ-(0), from Lemma 3.3 the following inequalities
follow:

°Xk Bp }(T, ·)- { -0°Xk Oph}(T, ·))nl

I(Y 11 (T, ·), { -0

°

11

=I (-0 Xk Y (T, ·), Bp
11

11

(T, ·)- Oph(T, ·)) 0

1~ Cllhll,

(3.21)

(3.22)

[ IYh(t,x)- Y11 (t,x)ll 00-,ph(t,x)l dxdt
Xk

}Q
Finally, for c

> 0 there

exists

'TJ

[T f IY
lr-TJln

~ Cllhll·

(3.23)

> 0 such that
11

(t,x)IIHh,v(t,x)ldxdt <

~c

(3.24)

and by the smoothness effect we have

Then by Lemma 3.3 we conclude that

1T-TJ fn1Y

11

~ C(7J)IIhll.

(3.25)

~ C(7J)IIhll +~c.

(3.26)

(t,x)IIHh,v(t,x)ldxdt

Then from (3.24)-(3.25), we have

h

IY 11 (t,x)IIHh,v(t,x)ldxdt
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=min{ 4 c(7J),

4';::: },
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we conclude from (3.21 )-(3.26) that

Hence, the sequence is equicontinuous. Therefore, there exists a subsequence which
converges uniformly and from (3. 7) the result follows.

Remark 3.3. With the same methods, we can prove Theorem 3.1 for the state
equation in (1.1) with Newmann's boundary conditions associated to the operator

A.
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